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A REFLEXIVE BANACH SPACE THAT 
IS LUR A N D NOT 2R 

BY 

MARK A. SMITH 

ABSTRACT. An example of the type described in the title is given. 

A Banach space B is locally uniformly rotund (LUR) [2] if the conditions 
Ml = IWI= 1 a n d I™*-*» ||* + xj | = 2 imply l i m , ^ ||x - xn\\ = 0. 

A Banach space B is fully 2-rotund (2R) [1] if the conditions limn_^œ ||xj| = 1 
and limmn_>00||xm+xn|| = 2 imply the sequence {jcn} is convergent. 

The purpose of this note is to answer negatively the following question posed 
by V. D. Mil'man [3, p. 97]: Is every reflexive, locally uniformly rotund Banach 
space fully 2-rotund? 

For jt = (jcJ')r=i a member of £2, define 

llxlhmaxisupd^l + ljc'DJIjcy 
u 

where ||-||2 denotes the usual €2 norm, and for each positive integer k let 
Rkx=IZ *'£,• where {e,} denotes the usual unit vector basis for C1. Now, define 

N|1 = l2-M|i?kx||. 
l 

It is easy to verify that ||-||, and consequently \[\\u is a norm on €2 that is 
equivalent to ||-||2. Finally, for jc = (xJ')r=i ^n ^ define the equivalent norm: 

l|x||M = (W?+^W)1/2 

where/2(jc) = lT2- i |^ ' | 2 . 
It follows from the proofs of Theorem 1.7 and Theorem 1.10 of [3] that 

(^2;||-||M) is locally uniformly rotund. 
To see that (€2; ||-||M) is not fully 2-rotund, let xn = en. Then limn_̂ 0O ||xn||M = 1 

and limm5n^oo||xm + xjM = 2> but {xn} is not a convergent sequence. 
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